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A dream realized and much more. 

 

Saint-Pie, QC … As any athlete, Alain Bergeron has always 

dreamed to face up with the best of his discipline. 'World of 

Outlaws' series Sprint Car drivers represent the best of the 

best in Sprint Car. They race in more than 80 races per 

season. This is their job. They earn their bread and butter 

driving a Sprint Car.  

  

Well, yesterday at Autodrome Drummond, these drivers were in Drummondville and Alain Bergeron 

was on track with them. In addition to realize a dream, he followed the pace and on an incredible way. 

In Time Trials, which determine starting positions for heat races, the Saint-Pie driver realized the 15th 

fastest time. This time placed him in fifth on the starting grid of his eight laps heat race. At the end of 

the race, Bergeron was in fifth place, coming, in some moments, alongside the excellent driver Paul 

McMahan. The odyssey of the Canadian driver was not completed at all as he was 15th in the 35 laps 

A-main. Following the rhythm of the 'Outlaws', he increased the pace and felt more and more 

comfortable with these professional drivers. Unfortunately on lap 21 he had to give up immediately 

after a restart. Debris has damaged a spark plug making the engine losing power. Not wanting to 

cause more damage, Bergeron get back to the pits.  

  

However, the dream will continue on Friday and Saturday (July 30 and 31) at Ohsweken Ontario, as 

these same drivers of the 'World of Outlaws' series will visit this very fast track and Bergeron will be 

there.  

 

Details and photos available on the website: www.teambergeron.com 
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Thank you for your support. 

 

Contact:  Alain Forcier  

Team Bergeron   

(819) 397-5179        

forcier.al@gmail.com  
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Recall 

 In 2010, Alain Bergeron is in his 11th season at the wheel of a full Sprint 

Car. Those racing machines are among the fastest in the world.  

In 2006, the Saint-Pie native was crowned the 2006 ESS tour champion after a very 

good 2005 year as he finished in fifth place in the point standing and he had been 

champion of the ‘Gater Racing News Lap Leader Award’ 

 

 Bergeron was the first Canadian to win a Sprint Car race with 

 the ESS in 2000.  Sprint Cars are one of the most popular type of racing in the United Sates 

and at the end of the 2001 season, in his second year driving a Sprint Car, he had 

the most wins of any driver in the series with 3.  

 Racing with the ESS since only 6 years, Alain Bergeron is already in 

18th position in the all-time winners list of the series. Throughout this season, we 

will inform you of his results and 

 various news from Team Bergeron, while Alain will be on the road competing to 

the best of his abilities.  

 Alain Bergeron's hometown is Saint-Pie-de-Bagot and he is a 

former champion in Mini-Sprint and ATV, both on dirt and ice surfaces.  

 

 If you wish to contact directly Alain Bergeron for an interview or to receive 

more information, contact us. We can also send you photos.  You can visit Team 

Bergeron Web site at  www.teambergeron.com  

 

 To contact Alain Bergeron: 

      

     Équipe de course Alain Bergeron 

     Alain Forcier 

     (819) 397-5179 

    forcier.al@gmail.com  
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